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The effect of ocean heat uptake (OHU) on transient global warming is stud-4

ied in a multi-model framework. Simple heat sinks are prescribed in shallow5

aquaplanet ocean mixed layers underlying atmospheric general circulation6

models, independently and combined with CO2 forcing. Heat sinks are lo-7

calized to either the tropics or high latitudes, representing two distinct modes8

of OHU found in coupled simulations. Tropical OHU produces modest cool-9

ing at all latitudes, offsetting only a small portion of CO2 warming. High-10

latitude OHU produces strongly polar-amplified cooling that is three times11

more effective at offsetting CO2. Each forcing generates distinctly different12

local and global radiative feedbacks, while differences in atmospheric energy13

transport set the pattern of temperature change. Thus transient global and14

regional warming depend sensitively on regional ocean processes determin-15

ing the (evolving) spatial pattern of OHU.16
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1. Introduction

Ocean heat uptake (OHU) has long been recognized as critical in setting the pace of17

climate change [Hansen et al., 1985; Raper et al., 2002]. The deep oceans are warmed18

through a variety of vertical heat transport processes [Gregory , 2000] that delay warming19

at the surface. Ocean temperature trends over recent decades indicate 0.5-1 W m−220

global-mean OHU [Hansen et al., 2005; Lyman et al., 2010; Balmaseda et al., 2013]. The21

Earth is in radiative disequilibrium—and cooler than it would otherwise be—due to OHU22

offsetting a substantial portion of the roughly 2 W m−2 present radiative forcing. Such is23

the traditional view of the role of OHU in transient climate sensitivity.24

However, observations [Yu and Weller , 2007] and coupled general circulation model25

(GCM) simulations [Winton et al., 2010; Bitz et al., 2012] suggest that the geographic26

pattern of OHU is far from uniform or steady (see auxiliary material). A key question,27

then, is whether the global-mean surface warming is sensitive to the pattern of OHU.28

Winton et al. [2010] introduce an “efficacy” parameter in the global-mean energy budget29

to account for the inter-model spread in sensitivity of global surface temperature to OHU30

relative to radiative forcing, and find the largest efficacy when OHU occurs preferentially31

at high latitudes [see also Bitz et al., 2012]. Armour et al. [2013] offer an explanation32

in terms of the spatial pattern of atmospheric radiative feedback (the local linearized33

relationship between top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiative response and surface warming).34

To the extent that suppression of surface warming by OHU is primarily local, we expect35

OHU to affect global-mean temperature most strongly when co-located with regions of36

net positive (destabilizing) local feedback, typically also found at high latitudes [Armour37
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et al., 2013]. However it is not clear that the far-field temperature effects of OHU should38

be negligible, nor that local radiative feedbacks should remain constant in time as assumed39

by Armour et al. [2013]. An evolving OHU pattern may influence atmospheric structure40

sufficiently to modify local feedbacks.41

Here we study the direct connection between the spatial pattern of OHU, radiative feed-42

back, and temperature response. We analyze a series of idealized mixed-layer aquaplanet43

model simulations, wherein we prescribe OHU through a ‘q-flux’ that removes heat from44

the ocean mixed layer with a particular geographic pattern—mimicking the deep ocean’s45

role in the coupled climate system. We compare two distinct OHU patterns, one centered46

at sub-polar latitudes (≡ qupH) and the other localized within the tropics (≡ qupT ), that47

each produce the same area-weighted global-mean OHU (≡ Aup, which we set to 2 W48

m−2, roughly half the radiative forcing from a doubling of CO2). The patterns are steady49

in time, symmetric about the equator and zonally, and varying in latitude φ by50

qupH = min
(

0,− 299Aup
90 cos(2π

9
)

sin
(18

5
(|φ| − 2π

9
)
))

(1)51

qupT = min
(

0,−16Aup

3
√

3
cos (3φ)

)
, (2)52

qupH peaks around 9 W m−2 at 65◦ latitude and is zero at the poles and equatorward of 40◦,53

while qupT peaks around 6 W m−2 at the equator and is zero poleward of 30◦ (Fig.1b-c).54

These OHU patterns broadly capture those found within coupled GCMs under transient55

warming (see auxiliary material).56

We address two sets of questions. First, how does the spatial pattern of OHU affect the57

surface temperature response (both global mean and spatial pattern)? And second, can58

these differences be understood in terms of fixed underlying local radiative feedbacks, or59
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are the feedbacks themselves sensitive to the OHU pattern? We prescribe qupT and qupH60

independently and in conjunction with a doubling of CO2. These simulations are thus a61

direct test of the degree to which OHU can compensate for an imposed radiative forcing,62

depending on its geographic structure. We propose that they serve as a challenge to the63

traditional, global-mean view of OHU, and as a guide to understanding the complex role64

of oceans in regional and global climate change.65

2. Model inter-comparison

In order to assess robustness of our results, we use four different GCMs (Table 1),66

all configured as idealized slab ocean aquaplanets. CAM3 [Collins et al., 2004] is the67

atmospheric component of NCAR’s CCSM3 model; CAM4 uses a newer dynamical core68

and updated deep convection and cloud fraction schemes [Neale et al., 2013]; AM2.1 is69

the atmospheric component of GFDL’s CM2.1 model [Delworth et al., 2006]. MITgcm70

is a 5-level model with simplified moist physical parameterizations [Molteni , 2003; Rose71

and Ferreira, 2013]. This model’s crude 4-band radiative scheme precludes carrying out72

a 2×CO2 experiment.73

Our aquaplanet setup follows Lee et al. [2008], and is similar to the “aqua-planet experi-74

ment” of Neale and Hoskins [2001], except that we use energetically consistent mixed-layer75

ocean models with prognostic sea-surface temperature (SST). Perpetual equinox insola-76

tion is prescribed with solar constant 1365 W m−2. Mixed layer depth is 10 m. Sea-surface77

albedo is fixed at 0.1. Control simulations are performed with 348 ppmv CO2, 1650 ppbv78

CH4 and 306 ppbv N2O (all other greenhouse gases set to zero). Ozone has a prescribed79

steady, symmetric distribution [Blackburn and Hoskins , 2013]. Sea ice is omitted but80
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SST below freezing is permitted. Each simulation (control and forced) is integrated to81

equilibrium, at least 10 years.82

The climatic impacts of CO2 and OHU are shown in Fig.1 as time- and zonal-mean SST83

anomalies relative to each model’s control simulation. The control climates differ between84

models, but feature warm equatorial SSTs around 30◦C and cold polar SSTs near -40◦C.85

The large equator-to-pole SST gradient is a consequence of equinoctial insolation.86

Fig.1a shows warming from 2×CO2 as well as the combined effects of 2×CO2 and87

OHU (analogous to transient climate sensitivity). CO2 alone produces the familiar polar-88

amplified warming pattern (solid lines). Equilibrium sensitivity to 2×CO2 is about 1.8 K89

(Table 1). The very small inter-model spread suggests we might be under-sampling the90

uncertainty in climate feedback. The deliberate elimination of surface ice and snow from91

our simulations likely contributes to this.92

Fig.1a also shows that OHU mitigates the CO2 warming, as expected. However this93

effect is very sensitive to the location of OHU. For high-latitude OHU (qupH), only 2 W94

m−2 of global OHU is necessary to fully cancel 4 W m−2 of greenhouse gas warming95

(Table 1, dashed curves in Fig.1a). The same OHU limited to the tropics (qupT , dotted96

curves) mitigates global warming by only a third (about 0.6◦C, Table 1). The cooling97

due to OHU alone (Fig.1b-c) is similarly dependent on spatial pattern of the uptake. In98

the global mean, we find three times more cooling from qupH as from qupT (Table 1). The99

spatial pattern of the cooling is very different: roughly globally uniform for qupT (Fig.1c),100

and highly amplified at high latitudes for qupH (Fig.1b). All these results are remarkably101

robust across models.102
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Another remarkable result is the linearity of the model responses: SST anomalies from103

combined CO2 and OHU forcing are closely approximated by the sum of the responses to104

individual forcings, both globally and locally (see Table 1, and auxiliary material). We105

take the linearity as justification for studying the responses to CO2 and OHU in isolation.106

While our primary interest is in the combined effects of CO2 and OHU (our analog of107

transient global warming), the rest of this paper will simply compare the warming pattern108

from 2×CO2 to the cooling patterns due to qupH and qupT .109

3. Radiative feedback analysis

Our analysis is framed around a time- and zonal-mean TOA energy budget for pertur-110

bations to the control climate:111

H(φ) = λ(φ)T (φ) +R(φ)−∇ · F(φ) (3)112

where H is the prescribed deep ocean heat sink (H > 0), R is the local radiative forcing,113

F is the anomalous northward atmospheric energy transport, and λ(φ)T (φ) represents114

a linearization of the net radiative response about the local SST anomaly. λ(φ) is thus115

the local climate feedback (units of W m−2 K−1), which can be decomposed into additive116

longwave (LW) and shortwave (SW) contributions from clear and cloudy sky. We can also117

define the global climate feedback in the usual way as λG = (H−R)/T , with the overbars118

denoting an area-weighted global mean. The global and local feedbacks are thus related119

by [e.g. Armour et al., 2013]120

λG = λ(φ)T ∗(φ), T ∗(φ) ≡ T (φ)

T
(4)121
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In our OHU-only simulations R = 0, H(φ) is prescribed, and λ(φ) can be estimated122

directly from anomalous SST and TOA radiative fluxes at equilibrium. A different method123

must be used for 2×CO2, as the TOA radiative fluxes include contributions from both124

feedback and forcing. We estimate λ(φ) and R(φ) for each model as the slope and intercept125

(respectively) of the local regression between TOA radiation and SST anomalies at each126

latitude under transient warming [Crook et al., 2011]. To generate sufficient data for this127

analysis, we set the mixed-layer depth to 200 m, initialize each model with its control128

SST, and integrate for 40 years following abrupt CO2 doubling. λG is then calculated129

from Eq.(4) using the equilibrium SST anomalies.130

3.1. Global mean feedback

Multi-model estimates of λG are shown in Fig.1d-f (thick grey bars) for the three single-131

forcing scenarios (2×CO2, qupH , qupT ). λG is very sensitive to the type of forcing. There132

is inter-model spread in the feedback estimate for each scenario, but the gross differences133

in overall feedback between the different forcing scenarios is robust. All models in our134

ensemble show that λG is 3 to 4 times more negative under qupT than qupH , consistent135

with the stronger global SST response to high-latitude OHU (Fig.1b-c). λG under 2×CO2136

is intermediate between these two extremes.137

The decomposition in Fig.1d-f (thin colored bars) shows that the robustly less negative138

λG under qupH relative to 2×CO2 is largely due to cloud effects, with contributions from139

both LW (white bars) and SW (black bars). The strongly negative λG under qupT is140

largely due to SW cloud effects, which are substantially more negative in every model141

in this scenario, while there is greater inter-model spread in the LW cloud response. In142
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all models the clear-sky LW component (red bars) is more negative under qupT and less143

negative under qupH relative to 2×CO2.144

Fig.1 establishes that the inter-model spread in λG and T ∗(φ) for each forcing is sub-145

stantially smaller than the model-mean differences between these forcing scenarios. We146

therefore suppose that model-independent insight into the reasons for the different sen-147

sitivities can be derived from a detailed analysis of a single model. In the following we148

examine the spatial structure of the response in CAM4, which features the most up-to-149

date physical parameterizations in our model ensemble. Key results and conclusions are150

qualitatively reproduced in the other models.151

3.2. Local energy budget and feedback in CAM4

We wish to understand whether the differences in λG in response to different forcings152

can be explained in the context of fixed λ(φ) and different temperature patterns T ∗(φ)153

[Armour et al., 2013], or whether λ(φ) itself changes substantially under different forcings.154

We now analyze the TOA energy budget (Eq.(3)) for CAM4 under the three single-forcing155

scenarios in Fig.2a-c. For the OHU-only experiments, net radiation and heat transport156

divergence balance the imposed H(φ) at each latitude (black). For 2×CO2, ∇·F balances157

net radiation (forcing plus feedback) everywhere.158

From Fig.2b, qupH is largely balanced by local radiation, dominated by the clear-sky LW159

component; high-latitude cloud changes have nearly compensating LW and SW effects.160

Heat transport is secondary in this case. Heat transport and local radiation are roughly161

equally important in balancing the forcing under qupT . Tropical OHU efficiently cools162
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remote latitudes while high-latitude OHU does not. This is consistent with the strongly163

polar-amplified cooling under qupH versus the globally uniform cooling under qupT .164

Fig.2d-f show the anomalous northward heat transport F decomposed into components165

due to moisture (latent heat) and dry static energy. The weakness of ∇ · F under qupH166

is associated with a near-cancellation of the dry and moist components of F across the167

mid-latitudes. Under qupT , there are large changes in the partition of F across the tropics168

consistent with weakened poleward energy transport by the Hadley circulation, but F is169

dominated by latent heat in the extra-tropics. Under 2×CO2 there are partially compen-170

sating changes in the dry and moist components but an overall increase in the poleward171

energy flux scaling with the moist component. This is consistent with the polar-amplified172

warming pattern [Alexeev et al., 2005].173

Fig.2g-i show estimates of the net local feedback λ(φ) in CAM4, along with its break-174

down into LW and SW clear and (residual) cloud-sky components (the clear-sky SW175

component is positive but less than 0.2 W m−2 K−1 everywhere, not plotted). The differ-176

ent forcings excite very different local feedbacks; λ(φ) under both heat uptake scenarios177

differ substantially from the 2×CO2 case (which we will denote λ2×(φ)). Under qupH the178

feedback is more positive (closer to zero) compared to λ2×(φ) everywhere equatorward of179

50◦, with the difference due primarily to a more positive SW cloud feedback. Under qupT180

the shape of each feedback component is profoundly different, and the total λ(φ) is sub-181

stantially more negative than λ2×(φ) everywhere except near the poles. A more negative182

clear sky LW component contributes to this pattern, but the largest difference is again183

found in the SW cloud component, which is strongly negative across the subtropics and184
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at the equator. Explanations for the very different sensitivities are thus to be found in185

the cloud regimes of the subtropics and within the ITCZ. SW cloud feedback is negative186

at high latitudes in all cases, attributable to an increase in optical thickness of cold clouds187

with temperature [Zelinka and Hartmann, 2012].188

To summarize, our different forcing scenarios excite different feedback patterns, domi-189

nated by SW cloud effects. A mechanistic understanding of the dependence of feedback190

on forcing will focus on interactions between large-scale dynamics and cloud cover, and191

will be reported elsewhere.192

3.3. Efficacy of ocean heat uptake

Our results show that the global cooling effect of OHU depends sensitively on its geo-193

graphic structure. Moreover, we have identified a remarkable linearity in the responses to194

OHU and CO2, such that their combined effect on global mean temperature is approxi-195

mately additive: T = T up + T 2×, where T up = H/λGup and T 2× = −R2×/λG2× are the196

global temperature responses to OHU and 2×CO2, respectively. The global mean energy197

budget for transient global warming can thus be written198

εH = λG2×T +R2×, ε ≡ λG2×/λGup (5)199

where ε represents relative influence of OHU on global temperature compared to CO2200

forcing – the ‘efficacy’ of OHU as defined by Winton et al [2010]. Efficacy is thus readily201

interpreted as the ratio of global radiative feedbacks operating under CO2 and OHU.202

Through Eq.(4) we can further write203

ε−1 = 1 +
λ2×(φ)

λG2×
(T ∗up(φ))′ +

(λup(φ))′

λG2×
T ∗up(φ) (6)204
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where primes refer to deviations of OHU-only feedback and temperature responses from205

their values under 2×CO2. Non-unit efficacy can thus result from different temperature206

patterns acting on fixed local feedbacks λ2×(φ) (the second term in Eq. (6), as discussed by207

Armour et al. [2013]), or by changes in the feedbacks themselves (third term in Eq. (6)).208

ε is plotted in Fig.3 (blue bars); it is robustly greater than unity for qupH (1.6 - 2.2) and209

smaller than unity for qupT (0.5 - 0.6). The white bars show the component of efficacy210

due solely to changes in SST patterns (neglecting the third term in Eq.(6)). These are211

robustly close to unity in both scenarios. We conclude that changes in the local feedbacks212

set the non-unit efficacy of the different OHU patterns.213

While we emphasize the robust aspects of our results, we also find some inter-model214

spread. Fig.3 shows that ε for qupH differs between CAM3 and AM2 (1.56 versus 2.22).215

Winton et al. [2010] report consistent efficacy values for the corresponding coupled models216

CCSM3 and CM2.1 (ε = 1.65 and 1.99 respectively) over periods of transient warming217

wherein OHU occurs preferentially in the sub-polar oceans.218

3.4. Temperature patterns in a diffusive model

Here we invoke a simple energy balance model to further understand the spatial struc-219

ture of SST anomalies under different forcings. Following Hwang and Frierson [2010]220

we assume that F acts down the local gradient in near-surface moist static energy221

m = cpT + Lq. We linearize for small perturbations as222

F(φ) = −K d

dφ

(
T (1 + f(φ))

)
, f(φ) ≡ Lr

cp

dq∗

dT

∣∣∣∣
Tref (φ)

(7)223

where q∗ is the saturation specific humidity, r is the relative humidity, and Tref (φ) is the224

zonal-mean surface temperature from the control experiment. f(φ) depends only on the225
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mean state (assuming no change in r) and decreases strongly with temperature; the CAM4226

control simulation gives f = 4 at the equator and 0.03 at the poles. We set K = 1.5× 106
227

W m−1 K−1 everywhere, consistent with Hwang and Frierson [2010].228

Eqs. (7) and (3) define a boundary value problem (F = 0 at the poles) for T (φ) given a229

forcing R(φ) and/or H(φ) and a feedback λ(φ). Fig.4 shows numerical solutions under our230

three single-forcing scenarios. We use the CAM4-derived λ(φ) for each scenario (Fig.2g-231

i) and R(φ) for 2×CO2 as plotted in Fig.2a. We also plot solutions to the EBM using232

λ = λ2×(φ) for the heat uptake cases (dashed curves).233

While this model is very crude (reducing atmospheric dynamics to a 1-D linear diffusion234

operator), it captures the different spatial patterns of warming and cooling, regardless of235

whether we use a OHU-specific feedback pattern or simply λ2×(φ). The nearly uniform236

cooling under qupT results from efficient export of the moist static energy anomaly out of237

the tropics due essentially to the strong background moisture gradient between low and238

high latitudes. The strongly polar-amplified cooling under qupH results from weak export239

of the moist static energy anomaly out of the high latitudes.240

4. Discussion

OHU is an inherently transient phenomenon, but we have taken advantage of a sep-241

aration of atmospheric and oceanic timescales to study the climatic significance of the242

spatial pattern of OHU in a quasi-equilibrium framework. We summarize our key results243

as follows: Tropical OHU produces a very modest cooling at all latitudes with weak ef-244

ficacy relative to greenhouse gas forcing. High-latitude OHU produces three times more245

global cooling in a strongly polar-amplified pattern, and features a large efficacy relative246
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to greenhouse gas forcing. These results are robust across a small ensemble of GCMs247

(though all in consistent aquaplanet, perpetual equinox setups with no sea ice). We have248

rationalized the very different spatial patterns of the responses in terms of the asymmetri-249

cal response of the atmospheric moisture transport to high- versus low-latitude energetic250

perturbations, consistent with previous studies [Alexeev et al., 2005; Hwang and Frierson,251

2010]. Furthermore, our results cannot be understood in terms of a fixed local feedback252

and differing spatial patterns of temperature change as was found in the CCSM4 model253

by Armour et al. [2013]. We find instead first-order changes in λ(φ) under different forcing254

scenarios. We have shown that cloud SW effects are a key contributor to changes in λ(φ).255

This is qualitatively consistent with Andrews et al. [2012] who find substantial SW cloud256

feedback changes in transient coupled GCM simulations.257

A few caveats deserve mention here. We have excluded surface ice and snow from the258

models, and thus eliminated a key positive feedback at high latitudes. We may therefore259

underestimate the (already very large) differences in responses to low- and high-latitude260

forcing. On the other hand, we may underestimate spatial variations in λ(φ), and the role261

of such variations in setting λG in the different scenarios. The perpetual equinox used in262

our calculations eliminates the seasonal cycle, pins the ITCZ permanently to the equator,263

and gives an overly strong equator-to-pole insolation gradient. It is not clear how all these264

inaccuracies (along with our idealized aquaplanet geometry) bias our results.265

With these caveats in mind, we now briefly address some implications of our results.266

Transient climate sensitivity is governed both by an evolving pattern of sea-surface warm-267

ing activating different local feedbacks, and by changes in the local feedbacks themselves268
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as the pattern of OHU slowly evolves. This points towards regional ocean circulations (set-269

ting different patterns of OHU) as a potentially important source of inter-model spread in270

transient climate projections. It also casts doubt on the possibility of estimating the feed-271

backs governing transient climate change from equilibrium mixed-layer models (as noted272

by Shell [2013]), and more importantly, of estimating equilibrium climate sensitivity from273

inherently transient climate observations.274

More promisingly, the large robust changes in SW cloud feedback under our different275

forcing scenarios illustrate an important role for the ocean in setting one of the main276

radiative control knobs on the global climate system. A follow-up study will seek a277

mechanistic explanation for this link.278
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Table 1. The models used in this study, their horizontal and vertical resolution, and the global

mean SST anomalies T obtained in each experiments (expressed relative to control runs, in K).

Multi-model mean values are taken over the three full-physics models (CAM3, AM2.1, CAM4).

All simulations use model default parameters except as noted in the text.

Model Horizontal grid Levels 2×CO2 qupH qupT 2×CO2+qupH 2×CO2+qupT
CAM3 spectral T42 26 1.8 -1.6 -0.6 0.2 1.2
AM2.1 finite volume 2.0◦ × 2.5◦ 24 1.9 -2.1 -0.8 -0.2 1.3
CAM4 finite volume 1.9◦ × 2.5◦ 26 1.7 -1.5 -0.4 0.0 1.2
MITgcm cubed-sphere C32 5 - -1.2 -0.8 - -
mean 1.8 -1.7 -0.6 0.0 1.2
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Figure 1. Multi-model study of climate sensitivity to prescribed ocean heat sinks compared to

greenhouse gas forcing. Panels (a)-(c): equilibrium SST anomalies relative to control simulations

for each model. Panel (a) shows the response to 2×CO2 alone (solid) and the responses to

combined 2×CO2 plus prescribed OHU in the high latitudes (qupH , Eq.(1), dashed) and tropics

(qupT , Eq.(2), dotted). Panels (b) and (c) show responses to OHU alone, with the prescribed

heat sinks also plotted in W m−2 (thin grey). Panels (d)-(f): estimates of global mean feedback

λG under the three single-forcing scenarios. For each model and each forcing, the total feedback

is shown in thick grey bars, along with its decomposition into LW and SW clear and cloudy-sky

components.
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Figure 2. Spatial structure of the energy budget for CAM4 under the three forcing scenar-

ios. (a)-(c): the forcing (black) plotted with anomalous heat transport divergence (magenta),

net TOA radiation (cyan), and its breakdown into SW and LW components (the clear-sky SW

component is near zero and not shown). For 2×CO2 the forcing is estimated from the intercept

of the regression line from the transient adjustment of the deep slab. (d)-(f): anomalous north-

ward energy flux, decomposed into latent heat and dry static energy components. (g)-(i): local

feedback λ(φ) for CAM4. For 2×CO2 the feedbacks are calculated from the transient adjustment

of a 200 m mixed-layer model. For the pure heat uptake cases the feedbacks are estimated from

the equilibrium TOA radiative anomalies normalized by the local surface ∆T . In all cases the

SW clear-sky component is very small and not shown.
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Introduction	  
	  
This	  auxiliary	  material	  contains	  two	  sections,	  each	  with	  one	  figure	  (Figs.	  A1	  and	  A2):	  
1.	  A	  comparison	  between	  ocean	  heat	  uptake	  (OHU)	  patterns	  employed	  in	  the	  
manuscript	  to	  those	  found	  within	  fully-‐coupled	  general	  circulation	  models;	  2.	  An	  
analysis	  of	  the	  linearity	  of	  model	  responses	  to	  OHU	  and	  CO2	  forcing.	  
	  
1.	  Heat	  uptake	  in	  CMIP5	  models	  
	  
Fig.A1	  shows	  the	  anomalous	  surface	  heat	  flux	  following	  an	  abrupt	  quadrupling	  of	  
CO2,	  from	  an	  ensemble	  of	  general	  circulation	  models	  (GCMs)	  participating	  in	  the	  
Coupled	  Model	  Intercomparison	  Project	  phase	  5	  (CMIP5)	  [Taylor	  et	  al.,	  2012].	  While	  
the	  surface	  flux	  anomaly	  pattern	  is	  variable	  across	  models,	  some	  common	  features	  
can	  be	  seen:	  substantial	  OHU	  occurs	  at	  all	  latitudes	  immediately	  following	  the	  
abrupt	  onset	  of	  forcing	  (Fig.A1a);	  after	  several	  decades,	  however,	  heat	  is	  taken	  up	  
almost	  exclusively	  in	  the	  subpolar	  oceans	  (Fig.A1b).	  Our	  idealized	  OHU	  curves	  are	  
overlain	  for	  reference.	  Together,	  qupH	  and	  qupT	  broadly	  capture	  the	  patterns	  of	  OHU	  
as	  simulated	  by	  the	  CMIP5	  models:	  OHU	  uptake	  several	  years	  after	  CO2	  quadrupling	  



involves	  a	  combination	  of	  qupH	  and	  qupT,	  while	  OHU	  after	  several	  decades	  most	  
closely	  resembles	  qupH.	  
	  
2.	  Linearity	  of	  model	  responses	  
	  
Here	  we	  briefly	  document	  the	  linearity	  of	  the	  responses	  of	  our	  three	  comprehensive	  
GCMs	  to	  combined	  CO2	  and	  OHU	  forcing.	  Fig.A2	  shows	  anomalous	  SST	  (upper	  
panels)	  and	  net	  top-‐of-‐atmosphere	  (TOA)	  radiation	  (lower	  panels)	  for	  2xCO2	  in	  the	  
presence	  of	  high-‐latitude	  OHU	  (solid	  blue)	  and	  low-‐latitude	  OHU	  (solid	  red).	  The	  
dashed	  lines	  show	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  responses	  to	  2xCO2	  and	  OHU	  alone.	  Departures	  of	  
the	  linear	  estimates	  (dashed)	  from	  the	  combined	  forcing	  results	  (solid)	  can	  indicate	  
non-‐linearity	  in	  the	  model	  responses	  or	  simply	  insufficient	  integration	  time	  to	  
average	  over	  the	  modeled	  natural	  variability.	  We	  find	  that	  the	  linear	  estimates	  are	  
very	  close	  to	  the	  actual	  combined	  forcing	  results.	  The	  largest	  departures	  are	  found	  
near	  the	  poles,	  which	  is	  consistent	  with	  the	  expectation	  of	  large	  natural	  variability	  of	  
polar	  climates.	  Of	  the	  three	  GCMs,	  AM2	  appears	  to	  be	  the	  least	  additive,	  particularly	  
in	  the	  TOA	  radiation.	  It	  is	  not	  clear	  whether	  this	  is	  indicative	  of	  actual	  non-‐linearity	  
or	  not;	  a	  longer	  integration	  of	  this	  model	  would	  help	  rule	  out	  the	  role	  of	  natural	  
variability.	  
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Figure	  Captions	  
	  
Figure	  A1:	  Net	  surface	  heat	  flux	  anomalies	  (positive	  up)	  in	  CMIP5	  models	  
immediately	  following	  abrupt	  quadrupling	  of	  CO2	  (a)	  and	  after	  100	  years	  (b).	  Black	  
curve	  shows	  ensemble	  mean	  of	  16	  different	  coupled	  models.	  Also	  shown:	  the	  
idealized	  heat	  uptake	  curves	  used	  in	  our	  aquaplanet	  simulations:	  qupH	  (blue)	  and	  
qupT	  (red).	  The	  CMIP5	  models	  used	  here	  are	  ACCESS1-‐0,	  bcc-‐csm1-‐1,	  CanESM2,	  
CCSM4,	  CSIRO-‐Mk3-‐6-‐0,	  GFDL-‐CM3,	  GFDL-‐ESM2G,	  GFDL-‐ESM2M,	  inmcm4,	  IPSL-‐
CM5A-‐LR,	  IPSL-‐CM5B-‐LR,	  MIROC5,	  MIROC-‐ESM,	  MPI-‐ESM-‐LR,	  MRI-‐CGCM3,	  and	  
NorESM1-‐M.	  
	  
Figure	  A2:	  Linearity	  of	  the	  models	  to	  combined	  CO2	  and	  OHU	  forcing.	  We	  plot	  SST	  
anomalies	  in	  the	  upper	  panels	  (a-‐c)	  and	  net	  TOA	  radiation	  anomalies	  in	  the	  lower	  
panels	  (d-‐f).	  Solid	  curves	  are	  from	  the	  combined	  forcing	  simulations;	  dashed	  curves	  
are	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  responses	  from	  the	  single-‐forcing	  simulations.	  
	   	  



	  

	  
Figure	  A1:	  Net	  surface	  heat	  flux	  anomalies	  (positive	  up)	  in	  CMIP5	  models	  
immediately	  following	  abrupt	  quadrupling	  of	  CO2	  (a)	  and	  after	  100	  years	  (b).	  Black	  
curve	  shows	  ensemble	  mean	  of	  16	  different	  coupled	  models.	  Also	  shown:	  the	  
idealized	  heat	  uptake	  curves	  used	  in	  our	  aquaplanet	  simulations:	  qupH	  (blue)	  and	  
qupT	  (red).	  The	  CMIP5	  models	  used	  here	  are	  ACCESS1-‐0,	  bcc-‐csm1-‐1,	  CanESM2,	  
CCSM4,	  CSIRO-‐Mk3-‐6-‐0,	  GFDL-‐CM3,	  GFDL-‐ESM2G,	  GFDL-‐ESM2M,	  inmcm4,	  IPSL-‐
CM5A-‐LR,	  IPSL-‐CM5B-‐LR,	  MIROC5,	  MIROC-‐ESM,	  MPI-‐ESM-‐LR,	  MRI-‐CGCM3,	  and	  
NorESM1-‐M.	  
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Figure	  A2:	  Linearity	  of	  the	  models	  to	  combined	  CO2	  and	  OHU	  forcing.	  We	  plot	  SST	  
anomalies	  in	  the	  upper	  panels	  (a-‐c)	  and	  net	  TOA	  radiation	  anomalies	  in	  the	  lower	  
panels	  (d-‐f).	  Solid	  curves	  are	  from	  the	  combined	  forcing	  simulations;	  dashed	  curves	  
are	  the	  sum	  of	  the	  responses	  from	  the	  single-‐forcing	  simulations.	  
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